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PUBLICATIONS

I. C!JiM

HSIANG-KANG CHUNG WEN TA HSUEH TV SHU KUAN SHAN PEN SHU MUH~iM"'f)
Compiled by Lee Chik Fong..-t .. ;r
Hong Kong: University Library System, The Chinese
University of Hong Kong, 1987.
128 pp.
(University Library bibliographical
series, no. 8.) HK$25; title index HKS5.
Contained in this catalog are 763 titles in 12,407 volumes of books printed from blocks and movable
type before the end of the Ch'ien-Iung reign period (1795). Each work is briefly annotated. Four
Yuan imprints and the Korean Tripitaka ,t •. ~."
(1341 volumes) are also provided with
facsimiles and verification. The majority orthe rare book collection was built up by the late A.
Kaiming Chiu, University Librarian between 1966 and 1970, to whom this catalog is appropriately
dedicated.
(C. F. Lee)

LIBRARY EDUCATION AND PERSONNEL PLANNING IN THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA ON TAIWAN.
By Mei-hwa Yang. Indiana University, 1986. 166pp. University Micromms Order No. DA8628037.
Although the number of library science graduates has increased significantly in recent decades,
libraries in Taiwan remain seriously understaffed. The overall average placement of library school
graduates into library positions remains about thirty per cent The paradox confronting Taiwan now is
that there is a shortage of librarians while at the same time graduates of library science degree
programs sutTer from an unfavorable employment situation.
This study has four purposes: f1fS~ to estimate personnel requirements in public and academic
libraries for the period 1986-1991; second, to determine the suitability of the present educational
system as seen by public and academic library directors: third, to fmd out library directors' attitudes
toward the requirement of Civil Service certifiCation; and fourth, to analyze the opinions of public and
academic library directors regarding the educational needs of entry- level librarians.
A questionnaire was used to obtain information about the staffmg patterns in public and academic
libraries. This was mailed to 248 public and academic library directors in Taiwan. The information
from chief librarians allowed the comparison of staffing patterns in public and academic libraries as
well as a review of the educational backgrounds of librarians, current vacancies, and projected
demands. The library school directors' opinions were used to determine if current library school
graduates adequately possess the desired competencies and to identify those library competencies
which in their judgment will be most important for entry-level librarians in the future.

(Disstrtiltion Abstracts !nRmational, v. 47,00.08 (February 1987), p.2782-A)
BibUograDhic Nott
The Joumtll ofLibrqry alldln(omultion Scknct is edited and published semiannually (in April and October)
by the National Taiwan Normal University and the Chinese American Librarians Association.
The JamJIJ. includes oogin~ translated, and unpublished articles andlor book reviews devoted to all subjects
pertaining to library and information science. Manuscripts are given an initial review by the executive editors,
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and those selected for further review are submitted to two readers with authorship identification removed or
blocked.
Manuscripts should be typewritten, double-spaced on 8" x 11" white bond paper and submitted in three legible
copies. They should be 10-20 pages beginning with a separate tide page which bears the tide of the article,
name, tide, and affiliation of the author, and name, place, and date of the conference if it is a conference
presentation, accompanied by an abstract of 100-1 SO words, and ending the text with references and bibliographies. For bibliographic and reference styles, the bJH:!Hd. follows Kate L. Turabian's Manual (or Writtn of
Term PaDtn, Thefts, and Dissertations, 4th edition, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1973.
Contributors are responsible for the accuracy of their statements. Opinions, ideas, and recommendations
expressed by authors in their articles do not necessarily reflect the views of the }ou11UJI or its editors.
Chinese manuscripts and editorial correspondence should be addressed to Executive Editors, J1d.5., clo Social
Education Department, National Taiwan Normal University, Section 1, Hoping East Road, Taipei, Taiwan,
ROC.
English-language manuscripts and editorial correspondence should be addressed to Executive Editors, ./1J.S., c/o
Box 31, Tyngsboro Massachusetts 01879, U.S.A.
Authors will receive five free copies of the }ou11UJI and twenty copies of offprints. Subscriptions should be
addressed to Student Book Company, 198 Hoping East Road, Section I, Taipei, Taiwan, ROC, or to Executive
Editor, J1d.5., c/o POBox 31, Tyngsboro, MA 01879, U.S.A.

n.

J1ll!fm

10HO CHISHIKIIMIDASU f~ ';l~ ~
annual series] 1987-

Ii : f.A

[Innovative multi-information dictionary,
Tokyo: Shueisha,1987Y2,OOO.

This new ready reference deals with information and knowledge still at the developing stage, rather
than with already established and systematized areas. The physical appearance of this reference work
is very much the same as Gendai yogo no liso chlshiki JI..f'j' ~ tt
ti'
(Tokyo:
Jiyu Kokuminsha, annual) but that is where the similarity ends because lniidisu goes beyond the level
of merely explaining terms or simply listing data. Also, Gendai yogo no liso c1alshiki includes many
terms which have already become standard or even commonplace. On the other hand, the selection of
terms in Imidasu is generally more discerning and the articles are up-to-date and summarize the
information well. Besides the short definitions, the descriptions include background trends. Both
works have lists of foreign words and abbreviations with short explanations.

"f"l-.

In addition, lmidasu has a general index, an abbreviations index, and a general subject index. Both
works include keywords which are set in Gothic type in the text and in the index. l!!1!JI/!m includes
much more graphic material and many more illustrations. The flfSt issue, the 1987 edition, has 1,300
illustrations, 10,300 foreign words and abbreviations, and covers 132 subject areas with over 20,900
entries. This is a very useful work and a good buy for libraries of any size.
(Yasuko Makino)
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1:

KISONIHONGOGAKUSHUJITEN ~;pft a~tj. ~
~~
[The Japan Foundation basic
Japanese-English dictionary.] Compiled by the Japan Foundation. Tokyo: Bonjinsha, 1986. xvi,958
pp. Y2,500
This is the long awaited Japanese-English dictionary for English speakers who are beginners in the
Japanese language. Takahashi's Romanized Japanese-English Dictionary is outdated and other
Japanese-English
dictionaries
are
frequently
too difficult for the beginner.
Entries include 2,873 basic vocabulary items selected by teachers of the Japanese language to
foreigners and are taken from textbooks, results of surveys of basic vocabularies, and other
dictionaries. This dictionary consists of a Japanese text on the left-hand side of the page with a
corresponding English translation on the right-hand side of the page. Entry is by the romanized form
of the word and is followed by Japanese scriplS and part of speech. Sample phrases and sentences are
first written in Japanese and followed by the romanized form. Readings are given for all the Chinese
characters. The second column repealS the romanized entry word followed by its part of speech in
English, the English equivalent, and the English translation of the sample phrase or sentence. An
essay, entitled" An Introduction to Japanese Grammar," is appended. Although limited to basic vocabulary, this work instantly became the standard Japanese-English dictionary for nonnative beginning speakers of Japanese.
(Yasuko Makino)

ii

NIHONGOKIHON BUNPOJITEN t1
.f1:.~*:.it
~, [A dictionary of basic Japanese
grammar.] By Seiichi Makino and Michio Tsutsui. Tokyo: The Japan Times, 1986. xi, 634 pp.
Y5,800.

f- .M-

This dictionary offers a new approach to basic Japanese grammar for English speakers and for teachers
of the Japanese language to foreigners. Designed for students in fll'St- or second-year Japanese
language courses, it explains 200 of the most important and basic points of Japanese grammar. It
consislS of brief explanations of grammatical terms, notes on the characteristics of Japanese grammar.
the main entries, and includes extensive appendices of various useful tables and indexes.
Each entry includes the following: entry word, part of speech, meaning and function, English
counterparts and antonyms, related expressions, key sentences, fonnation (which consists of the word
fonnation rule and connection form for each item), examples and notes. The key sentences use only
basic words. All sentences are written in Japanese script, followed by its romanized form. Notes
contain important poinlS for usage, etc. An essay on the characteristics of Japanese grammar covers
word order, topics, contractions, and personal pronouns. This basic dictionary will become one of the
standard reference books in every institution where the Japanese language is taught.
(Yasuko Makino)

GAKUJUTSU ZASSHI SOGO MOKUROKU WABUN HEN SHIMEl HENSEN MAPPU
'~1fJ~$,tj.~'i·~ ~ J~*Il.t..~.SJ ~~ ~.~ 77 7 [Title change map: Union list of periodicals in Japane~guage.] Compiled by Gakujutsu loho
Senra (National Center for Science Infonnation System). Tokyo: Kinokuniya Shoten, 1987. xxxiv,
648, 246, 400 pp. Y24,OOO.
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I~ slIldi.. ~bnri.... "0;"1 "'is il>dispemable J\'f.... r« lOOl m"$\ "'" wilh die third JIOIIp. \he
Japanese lyUlto-'y ant111p11Ibc~c i..d..... I........y .1Ie1 J\'III"irina simple ....u""~on, chtdinllhis
JIOIIP wal do Ill""" fICOOISIry wed, sineo adI 01111)' in Ihi> JIOIIP i""hlCles information abcNl titk,
dol... pIIblishint body, pIIblishint place, ItId Idd«I W.. lOtII.ll11l..... ~~O. 110il section llso includel
• .ooell<lllOIOlI refora>ces.
(V""""M.u:iM)
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